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.
Abstract—Raptor codes have been proven very suitable for mobile broadcast and multicast multimedia content delivery, and
yet their computational complexity has not been investigated in the context of embedded systems. At the heart of Raptor codes
are the matrix inversion and vector decoder operations. This paper analyzes the performance, energy proﬁle and resource
implication of two matrix inversion and decoding algorithms; Gassuian elimination (GE) and 3rd Generation Partnership Group
(3GPP) standard (SA), for the Raptor decoder on a system on a chip (SoC) platform with a soft-core embedded processor. We
investigate the effect of the cache size, memory type and mapping on the performance of the two algorithms under consideration.
We show that with an appropriate data to memory mapping a speed up factor of 5.77 can be obtained for GE with respect to
SA. This paper also proposes a dedicated peripheral hardware block that achieves 5.90 times better performance compared with
the software, requiring an energy consumption that is lower by a factor of 5.5, when the symbol size and the data path wordlength is small (32 bits). We show that with parallel processing in hardware, using the wider word-lengths, and employing bigger
symbol sizes T , we can improve the performance, while reducing the energy consumption. Extending the hardware word-length
and symbol size T to 128 bits will results in a performance improvement factor of 6.73 in favor of the hardware; while energy
consumption reduces by a factor of 3.8!
Index Terms—Raptor Codes, decoder, sparse matrix, hardware/software co-design, system on a chip, embedded system.
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I NTRODUCTION

R

APTOR codes have drawn signiﬁcant attention
since their introduction in [1]. Being a member
of the Fountain codes family [2], [3], Raptor codes
are rateless, thus providing as much parity data as
needed. They can be viewed as a powerful extension
of Luby transform (LT) codes [4], [5] providing linear
time encoding (regardless of the quantity of repair
data generated), linear time decoding (independent
of the amount of loss), very close to the ideal code
performance under any channel condition, and the
ability to efﬁciently support a large range of ﬁle sizes.
Multimedia on mobile devices requires secure delivery of various sized data with minimum negotiation overhead [6], [7] and minimum computational complexity. Here is where Raptor codes have
come quite useful outperforming the already well
known coding schemes. The 3rd Generation Partnership Group (3GPP) multimedia broadcast/multicast
services (MBMS) [8] and digital video broadcasting
- handheld (DVB-H) [9] are two recent standards
that have included systematic Raptor codes in the
application layer forward error correction (FEC) [10].
A good algebraic insight into the operation of Raptor codes can be found in [5] together with some
guidelines for the implementation of Raptor encoders
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and decoders to achieve good coding performance,
as speciﬁed in 3GPP. Two techniques, ﬁrst one to
determine a minimum set of source symbols to be
requested for reliable delivery, and the second one to
ﬁnd a sufﬁcient number of consecutive repair symbols
are proposed in [7].
Implementation and performance evaluation of
Raptor codes in comparison with LT code for multimedia applications, are discussed in [11]. The performance of Raptor codes on arbitrary binary input
memoryless symmetric channel is investigated in [12].
The design problems of Raptor codes for binary input
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel are
studied in [13]. Improved decoding algorithms for
Raptor codes are proposed for transmission over the
fading [14] and Gaussian channels [15]. These two
works introduce the notion of “incremental decoding”
for Raptor codes. The idea is further investigated in
[16], [17] and [18]. The later work proposes a modiﬁcation of the 3GPP decoding algorithm and demonstrates an improvement. There are other low complexity coding techniques that reduce the complexity
by avoiding the process of Gaussian elimination (GE)
[19]. However, this comes at the cost of violating
the systematic properly of Raptor codes, a highly
desirable property in the multimedia application.
Although Raptor codes are growing as a preferred
multimedia delivery scheme, experimental data relating to their implementations are reported from
simulation on a workstation platform where the decoding time is assumed to be a minute fraction of
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device is housed on a development board 2 . Fig. 1
depicts the high level block diagram of the embedded
system on a chip (SoC) platform for the implementation of Raptor codes.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2, brieﬂy
explains the operation of the Raptor codes. Section 3
describes the details of GE and SA, the two chosen
algorithms for the matrix inversion. Sections 4 and 5,
respectively, present the software and hardware implementation performance results in terms of execution time, power and energy, and hardware resources.
While the previous sections deal with decoder performance for a small symbol size of 4 bytes, Section
6 analyzes the decoder performance for the larger
symbol sizes. Section 7 concludes the paper.

1. An EP3SL150F1152 Altera Stratix III FPGA, with 145, 920 logical elements, 6, 543, 360 total memory bits, 5, 630, 976 embedded
RAM bits, and 48 DSP blocks, each containing 4 18 × 18-bit
embedded multipliers.

2. Altera Stratix III development board augmented with 32 MB
of 400 MHz double data rate synchronous dynamic random access
memory (DDR2 SDRAM), and 4 MB of 250 MHz quad data rate
static random access memory (QDRII SRAM).
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Fig. 1.
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the transmission time. As far as we are aware, their
implementations and computational complexity evaluation on embedded systems for mobile platforms
have not yet been investigated. The decoding time on
an embedded system, as we will show in this paper,
can be as high or even higher than the transmission
time for most multimedia applications. This paper
looks at the implementation of Raptor codes on an
embedded system platform, where resources in terms
of the computational cost and power dissipation are
limited. We investigate the operation of matrix inversion combined with the symbol vector decoding, the
most demanding part of the Raptor decoder, by implementing it using two algorithms; the well known
GE and the efﬁcient matrix inversion algorithm (SA)
proposed in 3GPP [8], and DVB-H [9] standards.
We evaluate the relative performance of these two
algorithms in terms of decoding time, power, energy
and hardware resources, on an embedded processor
platform.
The effects of different memory types for the matrix
storage, the cache size, and data to memory mapping,
on the performance behavior of the Raptor codes are
demonstrated for the software versions of both algorithms. Based on the results obtained, a dedicated matrix inversion cum symbol vector decoder hardware
accelerator is proposed to build a hardware/software
co-designed Raptor decoder. Its decoding time, hardware resources, power and energy consumptions are
analyzed and compared with the pure software implementation. We also design hardware enhancements
for GE and SA based on their algorithmic structures.
Finally, using the proﬁling data, suitability assessments are made for the implementations of GE and
SA on an embedded system.
We believe the analysis of implementation tradesoffs, and the proposed design techniques to reduce
the computational complexity of Raptor codes on embedded systems, for practical multimedia applications
such as common intermediate format (CIF), Quarter
CIF (QCIF), standard deﬁnition TV (SDTV), and other
DVB-H, and 3GPP MSBS services, are important for
future multimedia signal processing terminals. The results presented in this paper will assist the researchers
and developers of multimedia signal processing devices in designing high performance and low power
systems. The techniques we propose in this paper
are applicable to any application, requiring Raptor
decoding over the binary erasure channel (BEC). The
representative embedded system platform, chosen for
this work, is a 100 MHz NIOS II soft-core processor,
with customizable instruction set, running on a ﬁeld
programmable gate array (FPGA) device1 . This FPGA

Dedicated
Hardware

System Timer

Performance
Counter

Hardware/software NIOS II embedded system.

R APTOR C ODES

Raptor codes, being a class of the Fountain codes,
have the ability to generate as many redundant encoding symbols as needed on-the-ﬂy. The decoder
can recover the source symbols from a set of slightly
more encoded symbols, a performance very close to
the ideal BEC code. After the initial introduction of
Raptor codes in [1], a fully speciﬁed encoder has
been adopted in [8] and [9] as part of forward error
correction (FEC) scheme for data delivery services.
A Fountain code can be viewed as a regular linear
block code [20], [21], which makes it possible to be
represented by a generator matrix. This approach
facilitates explaining the mechanism of operation of
Raptor codes with an emphasis on the two algorithms
that we investigate in this paper, without divulging
the theoretical details of the codes.
Here, we only provide a brief description of the
Raptor coding/decoding operations. For a detailed
treatment of the Raptor codes, published material in
[6] – [9], should be consulted.
2.1

Systematic Raptor Encoding

A block diagram of Systematic Raptor Encoder/Decoder
is shown in Fig. 2. The encoding process is summarized in two main blocks, namely Code Constrains
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Processor and LT Encoder [8], [9]. They both are represented by their equivalent generator matrices.
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Block diagram of the systematic Raptor codes.

2.1.1 Code Constraints Processor
Let t denote K source symbols that are to be encoded.
The size of each source symbol T varies from 1 to 1024
bytes. Then d, at the input of the Raptor encoder,
contains (L = K + H + S) symbols, (with H half
symbols–named such due to the H/2 weight of each
column in the generating submatrix GHalf in Fig. 2–
and S parity symbols) [8], [9], and is deﬁned as:
d[0:L−1] = [zT

tT ] T

(1)

where z[0:H+S−1] is a vector of zeros. The parameter
S is the smallest prime integer such that
S ≥ (0.01 × K) + X

(2)

with X(X − 1) ≥ 2K. Similarly, the parameter H is
the smallest integer such that


H
H/2

=

H!
≥K +S
2(H/2)!

c[0:L−1] = A−1
L×L · d[0:L−1]



AL×L =

GLDP C

IS
GHalf

(4)
Z
IH


(5)

GLT

where submatrices IS and IH are identity matrices,
and Z is a zero submatrix of dimension S ×H; GLDP C
is a S × K low density parity check (LDPC) generator
submatrix deﬁned as:
GLDP C · [c[0], ..., c[K − 1]]T = (c[K], ..., c[K + S − 1])T (6)

GHalf is a H × (K + S) generator matrix of the Half
symbols, deﬁned as:
GHalf · [c[0], ..., c[S + K − 1]]T
= [c[K + S], ..., c[K + S + H − 1]]T

(7)

GLT is a K × L LT generator submatrix included
in matrix A for the ﬁrst K symbols to render Raptor
codes systematic [6] – [8]:
GLT · [c[0], ..., c[L − 1]]T = [t[0], ..., t[K − 1]]T

(10)

That is because GLT for symbols (i = 0 to K − 1)
is included in the pre-processing matrix A, therefore,
making the resulting overall Raptor code systematic.
For a ﬁxed value of K, submatrices GLDPC , GHalf
and GLT (0..K − 1) are pre generated once and stored
in memory. The structure of GLT matrix shows how
the encoded output symbols e are generated from the
intermediate c symbols. The “1” values on the g th row
of matrix GLT identify the intermediate symbols that
are XORed to generate the encoded symbol e[g].
Before the encoded symbols are sent to the channel,
they are grouped and augmented with their corresponding encoding symbol identity, (ESI)–a number
assigned consecutively to each produced encoded
symbol–the details of which are omitted from the
diagram in Fig. 2 in the interest of simplicity.

(3)

Code Constrains Processor multiplies d with the inverse
of the pre-coding matrix A to produce the intermediate symbols c as:
with

(9)

where GLT is an N × L LT generator matrix, with
N ≥ K. The value of N is selected to be sufﬁciently
larger than K to compensate for the possible loss of
encoded symbols in the channel and, therefor, to make
matrix A invertible at the decoder side. Although LT
itself is a non-systematic code, the overall Raptor code
is systematic:

LT Encoder

Systematic Raptor Encoder
LT Decoder

2.1.2 LT Encoder
With source vector t with K symbols pre-processed
by Code Constraints Processor, LT Encoder can generate
any number of encoded symbols e according to:

(8)

2.2

Systematic Raptor Decoding

The decoding process of Raptor codes exchanges the
positions of Code Constraints Processor and LT Encoder
(to be used as LT Decoder), as illustrated in Fig. 2 with
GLT LT generator matrices appropriately sized. The
input vector e containing N  (K ≤ N  ≤ N ) encoded
symbols (which may be nonconsecutive) is padded
with S + H zeroes to size it to (M = N  + S + H).
Starting with N  = K the value of N  is iteratively
incremented to make the matrix A invertible. The difference (N  −K) is equal to or greater than the number
of received encoded symbols lost in the channel.
The decoding is performed according to:
c[0:L−1] = [zT

T

e ] · A−1
M ×L

t[0:K−1] = GLT · c[0:L−1]

(11)

(12)

where GLT is a K × L LT generator matrix.
At the decoder side the submatrix GLT (1..N  ) is
ﬁrst built from the input data. The ESI of the nth
received encoded symbol is used to generate the nth
row of the submatrix GLT (1..N  ) through the LT
encoding process.
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4

M ATRIX I NVERSION A LGORITHMS

The code proﬁling of Raptor codes on the 100
MHz NIOS II processor with zero data cache, DDR2
SDRAM for data, and each matrix element occupying
a 32-bit memory word, shown in Table 1, highlights
the fact that the inversion of the preprocessor matrix
A (combined with symbol vector decoder) is the most
time critical part of the system, contributing to up
to 92% of the decoding time. Hence, we have concentrated our efforts on the optimization of inversion
cum vector decoder algorithm in the Raptor decoder.
TABLE 1
Raptor Codes Proﬁling for K = 1024 and T = 4 Bytes.
Task
Initializing Raptor Code
Generating Matrix A
Generating Matrix GLT
Inverting Matrix A
Other
Total

GE

SA

Time(%)

Time(%)

0.57
3.84
0.03
91.93
3.63
100.00

0.04
1.81
0.01
91.28
6.87
100.00

The most common matrix inversion algorithm is GE
[22]. The pseudo code for a Galois Field-2 (GF(2)) GE
algorithm where backward substitution and elimination are performed together, is shown in Algorithm
I. The main operations involved in this algorithm
are “row exchange” and “row XOR” (Exclusive-OR).
While “row exchange” can be reduced to a simple
pointer exchange operation, the “row XOR” has to be
done one element at a time.
Algorithm I: The Gaussian Elimination algorithm
(GE) for matrix inversion over GF(2)
Require: A ∈ {0, 1}n×m
1: for i = 0 : n − 1 do
2:
j = i;
3:
while aji == 0 do
4:
j = j + 1;
5:
if i = j then
6:
row exchange(ai ,aj );
7:
for (k = 0 : n − 1)&(k = i) do
8:
if aki == 1 then
9:
for l = 0 : m
− 1 do
10:
akl = akl ail
The speciﬁcations for 3GPP and DVB-H standards
[8], [9] recommend SA as a more efﬁcient technique
for matrix inversion. A version of SA technique with
the best reported performance [8], [18] is presented in
Algorithm II. The operation of SA is as follows.
Algorithm II: The efﬁcient matrix inversion algorithm (SA) over GF(2) proposed in [8], [9].
Require: A ∈ {0, 1}n×m
Algorithm II: i = 0; u = 0;
1: Phase I
2: while i + u < m do
3:
r = 1;
4:
while r ≤ m do
5:
for s = i : n − 1 do

if (count ones&store pos(s) == r) then
break;
if (row found) then
9:
break;
10:
else
11:
r = r + 1;
12:
if (i = s) then
13:
row exchange(ai ,as );
14:
if (aii == 0) then
15:
col exchange(i,ones col[0]);
16:
for h = 1 : r − 1 do
17:
col exchange((m − u − 1) , ones col[h]);
18:
u = u + 1;
19:
for (k =(i + 1): n − 1) do
20:
if aki == 1 then
21:
for l = 0 : m
− 1 do
22:
akl = akl ail
23:
i = i + 1;
24: Phase II
25: Gaussian Elimination
on submatrix S = [i + 1 : n − 1][i + 1 : m − 1]
26: Phase III
27: for (k = 0 : i) do
28:
for (s = i + 1 : m − 1) do
29:
if aks == 1 then

30:
aks = aks ass
In Phase I matrix A is reduced to the following form:


6:
7:
8:

AP haseI (M ×L) =

Ii
—————
Z(M −i)×i

UM ×u

(13)

This reduction is performed, iteratively, by ﬁrst relocating the rows containing the minimum number
(≥ 1) of “1s” to the top, and then moving the ﬁrst
column having “1” in this row to the beginning at
column location i, and the remaining columns with
“1” to the end of the row at column locations m−u−1.
Note that i and u are initialized to 0. While, in each
row, i increments only once per row, u can increment
multiple times.
In each iteration of the algorithm one row from the
top is excluded from the consideration. Further, the
“count of 1s” within a row is conﬁned to columns i
to (m − u − 1). Phase I is completed when (L = i + u).
In Phase II submatrix U is partitioned into lower
and upper submatrices U i×u and U M −i×u , respectively. The lower matrix U M −i×u is transformed into
the identity matrix Iu through the normal Gaussian
elimination technique. The (M − L) rows that are
left below Iu are discarded. The form of the matrix
produced at the end of Phase II is:


AP haseII =

Ii Ui×u
Zu×i Iu

(14)

In Phase III the upper matrix U’ is zeroed by XORing
of each of its individual rows with the sufﬁcient
number of rows from the lower matrix Iu .


AP haseIII =

Ii Zi×u
Zu×i Iu

(15)
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In the following two sections, we will analyze and
compare the performance of Algorithms I and II on
an embedded system platform with severe resource
constraints. We limit the source symbol size to T =
4 bytes. We will show that implementation on a
software/hardware SoC platform with more design
degrees of freedom, allows for the GE code, with a
proper data format to, surprisingly, perform better
than the optimized SA algorithm recommended in
[8] and [9] in terms of execution time performance,
energy dissipation and logic requirement.

4

5

linked list representing the compressed sparse matrix
is progressively altered. For example, for the SA algorithm for K = 1024 the actual memory requirement
due to memory leakage is more than 320.39KB, a
factor of 2.53 larger than the initial requirement, and
twice as much what is needed to accommodate the
natural growth in the link list. Unfortunately the
size of memory leakage grows exponentially with K.
However, there is no memory leakage problem in
“WORD” and “PACKED WORD” data formats even
without memory compaction.
600

S OFTWARE I MPLEMENTATION

500

Memory Mapping

Two types of data to memory mapping for matrix A
have been investigated. In the ﬁrst mapping scheme,
denoted as “WORD”, each 1-bit matrix element is
assigned to a 32-bit memory word. In the second
mapping scheme, denoted as “PACKED WORD”, 32
matrix elements are packed together into a single 32bit memory word, therefore, signiﬁcantly (at best 32
times) reducing the size of the required memory.
Furthermore, the pre-coding matrix A is widely
known to be a sparse matrix. The sparsity of A grows
linearly with the code block size K as shown in Fig.
3. Therefore, the sparse matrix representation in a
compressed form through the use of link lists becomes
an attractive choice. Fig. 4 shows the memory requirement for the storage of matrix A as a function of K.
It is clear that the memory requirement for the initial
storage of A for the sparse matrix in compressed form
is the least for all values of K above 800.
However, during the process of inversion of matrix
A and decoding of the symbol vector the intermediate
operating matrix grows in size. The memory usage
for three data representations for three values of K
are shown in Table 2. It can be seen that for the SA
scheme, for K values of 512, 1024 and 2048 the size of
the memory grows by a factors of 1.20, 1.35, and 1.88,
respectively. The corresponding memory growth factors for the GE scheme are 6.62, 9.02 and 14.37, which
are substantially larger. It is also seen that due to the
growth in the size of the linked list, the advantage in
the memory utilization of compressed sparse matrix
over the “PACKED WORD” is signiﬁcantly lost, even
for the larger values of K for the SA scheme.
It should also be noted that the memory requirement for the sparse matrix representation in the compressed form in Table 2 are the lower limits. For an
embedded system without an operating system with
an utility to do efﬁcient memory compaction [23] to
combat the memory leakage, there will even be a
signiﬁcantly larger memory requirement, when the
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Fig. 3.

Sparsity of the Code Constraints Processor matrix.
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This section describes the implementation details of
the Raptor codes for T = 4 bytes on the NIOS II
processor of Fig. 1, running at 100 MHz clock speed.
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Memory usage for Sparse, “PACKED WORD” and “WORD”
memory schemes for the Code Constraints Processor matrix.

TABLE 2
Memory Utilization by Sparse, Word and Packed Word
Schemes for the Code Constraints Processor Matrix.
Memory (KB)
GE and SA WORD

K=1024

K=2048

4692.25

18, 073.44

39.72

149.84

571.36

SA SPARSE

Initial
Maximum

60.50
74.73

126.83
170.70

252.02
473.98

GE SPARSE

Initial
Maximum

60.50
400.605

126.83
1, 143.98

252.02
3, 621.74

GE and SA PACKED WORD

4.2

K=512
1246.97

Software Performance Analysis

The execution time performances of the two matrix
inversion cum symbol vector decoding Algorithms I
(GE) and II (SA) are analyzed and compared when
implemented, as software modules, on the NIOS II
processor running at the clock speed of 100 MHz.
4.2.1 Effect of Memory Mapping
Fig. 5 shows the performance of SA and GE algorithms, implemented under the various memory
mapping schemes for various values of K. The target
memory for the storage of matrix A is the external 400
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Software benchmark for GE and SA under Sparse,
“PACKED WORD” and “WORD” memory schemes for the Code
Constraints Processor matrix for the various K values for T = 4
bytes, at 100 MHz processor speed for DDR2 memory.

4.2.2

Effect of Data Cache

To see the effect of memory bandwidth on the performance, we investigated the effect of data cache
on the performance of selected algorithms (“PACKED
WORD” GE/SA and compressed sparse SA) for different memory types; external DDR2 (with an 8-bit
interface) and internal ONCHIP SRAM (with 32-bit
interface). The cache organization is direct mapped,
write back, and with the line size of 32 bytes. The
experimentation was carried out for K = 1024 which
leads to A matrix with S = 59, H = 13, adding up to
L = 1096 columns. We also assume M = N = L.

100

Log Time [s]

MHz DDR2, with zero data cache. The execution time
grows exponentially with K. It is also seen that the
“PACKED WORD” SA and GE schemes, respectively,
perform worst and best across all K values. For
K = 1024, for the “PACKED WORD” data format,
the performance of GE is about 70 times better than
SA.
The reason for the vastly superior performance
of GE over SA in the “PACKED WORD” memory
mapping scheme can be explained as follows. The
SA algorithm uses “column exchange” (Algorithm II,
Phase I, lines 15 and 17) in order to reduce the amount
of “row exchange” and time consuming “row XOR”
operations. It performs well under the “WORD”
memory mapping but lags signiﬁcantly behind under
the “PACKED WORD” memory mapping. This is due
to the fact that the signiﬁcant increase in the number
of memory accesses needed to extract the necessary
rows for the “count of 1s” and “column exchange”
operations through bit extraction and masking far
outweighs the positive effect of the reduction in the
number of “row XOR” operations. Moreover, columns
are moved to the beginning or the end of the matrix,
which prevents the usage of the same memory word.
It should be noted that while “row exchange” operation can be reduced to simple pointer exchange operation, “columns exchange” operation requires memory
exchanges one element at the time.
It is also seen from Fig. 5 that in the “WORD”
format GE performs marginally better than SA for
all K values. However, this is not the case for the
compressed sparse representation, where SA performs
much better than GE for all K values. For the compressed sparse form for K = 1024, SA performs about
6 times better than GE. This conﬁrms the superior
performance of SA over GE, as reported in the 3GPP
[8] and DVB-H [9] standard recommendations.
From Fig. 5 it is seen that two best schemes in
order of performance are “PACKED WORD” GE, and
compressed sparse SA, with GE scheme performing
5.77, 3.48 and 1.37 times better for K = 128, 1024 and
8190, respectively.
It should be noted that with the best software
implementation of Raptor codes in Fig. 5 (“PACKED
WORD” GE), successful decoding can be only
achieved for low bit rate applications, such as 192
kbps QCIF, corresponding to K values less than 512.
This is an obvious limitation of implementation on
an embedded platform. This motivates us to look for
alternative solutions in form of dedicated hardware
accelerators in Section 5.
Due to superior performance of “PACKED WORD”
GE and compressed sparse SA, the remainder of this
paper limits the discussion to relative comparison of
these two schemes. Since the “PACKED WORD” SA
substantially beneﬁts from hardware implementation,
as will be discussed in the next section, we also include its results in the comparisons when appropriate.
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Fig. 6. Effect of cache size in Code Constraints Processor matrix
inversion and symbol vector decoding in Software for K = 1024 and
T = 4 bytes, at 100 MHz processor speed.
The comparative performance of two algorithms is
summarized in Fig. 6 for K = 1024. The effect of the
cache is signiﬁcant for the case of DDR2. There is a
big improvement in performance when the cache is
increased to 512 bytes. The rate of improvement in
the performance is much reduced when the cache size
is increased to more than 512 bytes. This is specially
true for the “PACKED WORD” GE and SA schemes.
For ONCHIP SRAM the effect of cache size is
either negligible (“PACKED WORD” SA), or even
slightly negative (“PACKED WORD” GE and compressed sparse SA). This is because the speeds of
ONCHIP SRAM and the cache are very close to each
other. In fact for the 512-bit cache size it has an
appreciable negative (slowing) effect for “PACKED
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WORD” GE and compressed sparse SA schemes. That
is because the cache size is not enough to hold the
required amount of data, resulting in frequent cache
updates. The higher rate of cache conﬂict, and lower
cache penalty for the ONCHIP SRAM compared with
much larger penalty incurred in the case of DDR2, adversely affects the performance for ONCHIP SRAM
in comparison with DDR2 [24], [25].
Comparing the “PACKED WORD” GE and compressed sparse SA, it can be seen that the former
performs better by factors of 3.48 and 4.84, for cache
sizes of 0 and 2048 bytes for DDR2. The increase in
the performance gap with the cache size indicates the
non localized memory access pattern that is associated
with the compressed sparse SA data format, where the
cache does not help.
4.3

Power and Area

Table 3 shows the power and energy measurements
for the matrix inversion and decoding operation, using the SA and GE algorithms, implemented in DDR2,
and ONCHIP SRAM for no cache and 1024 bytes of
cache cases. The power and energy are calculated for
the case of K = 1024.
The total power includes the core dynamic and
static powers, and the I/O power of the FPGA that
is programmed with soft-core NIOS II processor and
executes the codes for SA and GE algorithms. It
also includes the power from the external memory
chips. The total powers are computed by accurately
measuring the current ﬂowing through various operational modules inside the FPGA and memory
components on board. The measurement of current
is performed through the measurement of voltage
across mΩ resistors, on many test points, provided
on the development board. The static component of
power dissipation was accurately estimated using the
Quartus power analyzer tool, and accounts for 50 to
60% of the power dissipation.
As seen from Table 3, power dissipation does not
vary signiﬁcantly between the two different algorithms and memory mapping schemes, as long as
the same memory type is used. This is due to large
component of static power dissipation, a common
feature of modern CMOS deep submicron technology.
From the energy point of view, this feature favors the
schemes with the smaller execution time, as energy is
the product of time and power. There is a difference
between the distinct memory types. The inclusion
of cache results in negligible amount of additional
power dissipation, although providing signiﬁcant performance improvement for the DDR2 memory.
The GE algorithm under the “PACKED WORD”
memory mapping scheme shows an overwhelming better energy dissipation compared to the other
schemes for all memory types considered. The energy
rating for “PACKED WORD” GE scheme is 3.45 and

7

69.75 times better than the compressed sparse and
“PACKED WORD” SA schemes for the DDR2 memory, and zero cache size. The corresponding values for
the ONCHIP SRAM memory are 2.84 and 82.80. Also,
as expected, as the memory accesses do not go offchip, the energy rating for all three selected schemes
for the ONCHIP SRAM memory is better than DDR2,
by a large margin.
From Table 3 it is also seen that utilization of cache
memory marginally improves the energy consumption of all schemes, for the DDR2 memory, a counter
intuitive result. This is primarily due to reduction in
the execution time with the inclusion of the cache.
However, in the case of ONCHIP SRAM memory the
cache is ineffective in reducing the energy metric. In
fact there is a small increase in the energy consumption, because the cache degrades the performance
for the ONCHIP SRAM memory while marginally
increasing the power dissipation. This is specially true
in the case of compressed sparse SA where cache
signiﬁcantly hurts the system performance.
Furthermore, Table 3 gives the hardware resource
requirements in terms of logic elements and the memory bits used by the implementations on FPGA for the
different memory types. As seen, the addition of cache
results in a signiﬁcant increase in the amount of logic
elements to implement the cache controller circuitry.
TABLE 3
Power, Energy and Hardware Resources for the Software
Implementation for K = 1024 and T = 4 Bytes at 100 MHz
Processor Speed.
No Cache
DDR2
ONCHIP
SRAM
PACKED WORD
Sparse SA
PACKED WORD
PACKED WORD
Sparse SA
PACKED WORD
Hardware
Resources

GE
SA
GE
SA

Cache 1024 Bytes
DDR2
ONCHIP
SRAM

Power [mW]
Power [mW]
Power [mW]
Energy [J]
Energy [J]
Energy [J]

1, 301
1, 287
1, 302
4.255
14.661
296.797

1, 917
1, 917
1, 915
2.081
5.901
172.311

1, 309
1, 312
1, 313
2.087
9.245
118.494

2, 083
2, 069
2, 122
2.546
8.084
172.913

Logic Elements
Memory Bits

4, 793
59, 296

5, 045
2, 859, 296

6, 082
68, 352

6, 388
2, 868, 352

In summary:
• The “PACKED WORD” mapping has the lowest
memory footprint.
• The “PACKED WORD” GE Performs better than
compressed sparse SA for all K values.
• Due to non localized memory access pattern associated with compressed sparse SA, the inclusion
of data cache is not as effective in improving its
performance, as it is for “PACKED WORD” GE.
• “PACKED WORD” GE has a much better energy
rating.

5

H ARDWARE I MPLEMENTATION

In Section 3 it was shown that the matrix inversion
cum symbol vector decoder in Code Constraints Processor in Fig. 2 is the most complex part of the Raptor
decoder. To reduce this computational bottleneck, in
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Hardware accelerator block diagram.

Fig 7 shows the block diagram of the hardware
accelerator block. The Avalon switch fabric uses a
slave port to set the Control Registers that initialize
the hardware accelerator. During the initialization the
size and initial addresses for matrix and vectors are
set. Control Registers also control operation of the hardware like initiating START and STOP commands. The
Hardware accelerator block uses an Avalon master
port to access the whole memory mapped address
space of the NIOS II processor, and send interrupts to
NIOS II and receive interrupts from other peripheral
devices. For a more ﬂexible design Row & Column
Exchange Logic, and Row XOR Logic units are designed
to be self contained units, that interface with the
GE/SA Control Logic ﬁnite state machine. They share a
common address generation path through the Arithmetic Unit that contains two 32 bit adders and one 16
bit multiplier. The Latch circuit only exists in the SA
version of the hardware accelerator.
5.1

Memory Interface Enhancement for SA

Consider the “count of 1s” procedure in SA (Algorithm II, Phase I, lines 4 to 11). After a memory
read access the Avalon switch fabric does not retain
the data word just read, but goes into the “high
impedance” state until the next read cycle. Since we
use the “PACKED WORD” memory mapping we
need a mechanism to retain the read data to avoid
multiple memory accesses and bit masking to acquire
all the bits in a row. In what follows we present the

design of a hardware that allows the retention of data
read from memory.
5.1.1 Performance Improvement with Enhancement
The proposed hardware block in Fig. 7 for the SA
algorithm employs a special circuit that latches the
data word read from the memory into the Latch until
the next word is needed. The subsequent memory
accesses for the matrix elements are made to this register, as long as the required entries are in the current
word. Fig. 8 depicts the performance of SA with and
without the addition of this circuit for all memory
types for several values of K. For the purpose of
comparison we have also included the plots for the
software versions of compressed sparse SA.
It is interesting to see that the simple memory
interface enhancement for SA improves the performance by factors of 10.51, and 1.91 for DDR2, and
ONCHIP SRAM, respectively. It can be seen that the
enhancement is most effective when DDR2 is used, as
accesses to the external DDR2 are much slower [26].
5.1.2 Performance Comparisons with the Software
It should be noted that the performance improvement
is solely due to the “count of 1s” operation in Phase
I of Algorithm II for SA where memory accesses
are sequential. However, there is no performance
improvement in Phases II and III of this algorithm, and
Algorithm I for GE, where “row exchange”, “column
exchange” and ‘row XOR” operations involve search
for matrix elements from non sequential addresses.
In Fig. 8, comparing the plots with enhancement
with the corresponding plots for the software version of compressed sparse SA the following trends
emerge. For DDR2 the performance of “PACKED
WORD” SA in hardware with enhancement falls below the compressed sparse in software for a K value
larger than about 6, 000. The corresponding point for
ONCHIP SRAM is about 2, 000. This highlights the
domain of validity of each SA scheme. Note that these
cross over points are extrapolated and not identiﬁed
in Fig. 8. That is because on the the chosen platform,
larger values of K do not ﬁt in ONCHIP SRAM.
100

10

Log Time [s]

what follows, a dedicated hardware block for matrix
inversion and vector decoding is proposed (Dedicated
Hardware in Fig. 1), and its performance, power and
the required hardware resources are presented and
analyzed. As it was shown, the “WORD” memory
mapping scheme is not an efﬁcient implementation
for the embedded systems. Further, the hardware design of a dynamic link list required for the implementation of compressed sparse SA scheme is too complex
for an efﬁcient hardware realization. Therefor, only
the “PACKED WORD” schemes are investigated in
the sequel. We also again limit the source symbol
size T = 4 bytes. The dedicated hardware block is
supervised by the NIOS II soft-core processor through
the Avalon switch fabric in Fig. 1.

SA DDR2 PACKED WORD HARDWARE
SA ONCHIP_SRAM PACKED WORD HARDWARE
SA DDR2 PACKED WORD ENHANCED HARDWARE
SA ONCHIP_SRAM PACKED WORD ENHANCED HARDWARE
SA DDR2 SPARSE SOFTWARE
SA ONCHIP_SRAM SPARSE SOFTWARE

1
128

256

512

1024

0.1

0.01

K

Fig. 8.

Performance of the hardware–enhanced Phase I of SA
algorithm for various values of K for T = 4 bytes, at 100 MHz logic
speed.
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5.2 Effect of logic clock rate
Fig. 9 shows the performance of GE and SA algorithms under the “PACKED WORD” memory mapping scheme for three different logic clock rates, for
the dedicated hardware on the FPGA fabric, and the
DDR2 clock rate of 400 MHz for K = 1024 and T = 4
bytes. Also, included in the plot, for the purpose of
comparison, is performance of the software versions
of “PACKED WORD” GE scheme (the best performing software scheme), for several processor speeds.
5.2.1 Hardware Performance Comparisons
As can be seen from Fig. 9, “PACKED WORD” SA
algorithm beneﬁts far more that the GE in migrating
from the software to the hardware platform. This
is mainly due to the speed up in the “count of
1s” procedure from the simple enhancement feature
discussed before. For example at 100 MHz logic speed,
and for “PACKED WORD” schemes, GE performs
better than SA by a factor of 2.51 for DDR2. Recall
that the similar ratio in the software implementation
of two “PACKED WORD” schemes was 69.69. It is
worth noting that the similar ratio for the software
versions of “PACKED WORD” GE over compressed
sparse SA was 3.48.
The enhancement in the “count of 1s” procedure
has another effect. From Fig. 9 it is also seen that the
increase in the logic speed from 50 to 100 MHz is
far more effective in improving the performance of
“PACKED WORD” SA. This is due to the fact that
the number of slow memory accesses are signiﬁcantly
reduced due to the enhancement, causing the computation to be more dependent on the speed of the logic.
In brief, the SA algorithm beneﬁts most from moving to hardware as a “PACKED WORD” mapping.
It also beneﬁts from a faster logic, as it implements
the “count of 1s” more efﬁciently and requires less
memory accesses. However, for the chosen values
of K = 1024 and T = 4, it still falls short of the
performance of “PACKED WORD” GE.
9

GE DDR2 PACKED WORD HARDWARE
GE ONCHIP_SRAM PACKED WORD HARDWARE
SA DDR2 PACKED WORD HARDWARE
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at the logic speed of 100 MHz the dedicated hardware
block inverts the Code Constraints Processor matrix
and decodes the symbol vector with the “PACKED
WORD” GE scheme 1.93 and 5.90 times faster for
DDR2, and ONCHIP SRAM, respectively, than the
equivalent software implementations with no cache.
Fig. 9 also reveals another interesting feature. Comparing the performance of two versions of “PACKED
WORD” GE in software for ONCHIP SRAM, and in
hardware for on DDR2 shows that given a choice
between going to a faster hardware or to a faster memory, the faster memory wins for all logic/processor
speeds more than 50 MHz. That shows that increasing
the speed of the processor through the dedicated
hardware is less effective if not matched with a
higher speed memory–that is the performance of the
hardware is memory bound. Comparing compressed
sparse SA in software and “PACKED WORD” SA in
hardware, the similar improvements in favor of the
hardware version are only 2.68, and 1.25.
We have so far demonstrated that migration to a
dedicated hardware improves the performance significantly. However, as seen before, we can also improve
the performance of software by employing cache.
With the inclusion of 1024 bytes of data cache, dedicated hardware versions of the “PACKED WORD”
GE on DDR2 and ONCHIP SRAM perform, respectively, 0.94 and 6.65, times faster than their corresponding software versions. So for the DDR2 memory “PACKED WORD” GE beneﬁts more from the
inclusion of the cache than a dedicated hardware.
However the 6% improvement in favor of software
comes at substantial cost of cache. The system with
the dedicated hardware only requires 263 (for DDR2)
and 157 (for ONCHIP SRAM) more logical elements
than the system with 1024 bytes of cache. On the other
hand, 1024 bytes of cache require 9056 bits of memory,
far outweighing the cost of extra logic elements.
For the case of compressed sparse SA software
and “PACKED WORD” SA hardware, the similar improvements in favor of the hardware implementation
are 1.66, and 1.59. So again we observe that the inclusion of cache works in favor of compressed sparse
SA software for DDR2, while still not performing
better than the hardware. However, from the case
of ONCHIP SRAM the inclusion of cache degrades
the performance of compressed sparse SA software
as discussed before.
The performance of the hardware can signiﬁcantly
improve if it is augmented with a similar size cache,
something that has not been done in this work.

Logic Clock [MHz]

Fig. 9.

5.3

5.2.2 Performance Comparisons with the Software
Comparing the hardware results with those from the
software implementation in Section 4, we can see that

Fig. 10 shows the effect of the DDR2 speed on the two
“PACKED WORD” schemes for K = 1024 and T =
4 bytes. The data is plotted for three different logic
clocks - 50, 75 and 100 MHz. Also, included in the

Matrix inversion and vector decoding in hardware for
various logic clock speeds for K = 1024 and T = 4 bytes.

Effect of DDR2 SDRAM clock rate
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plot, for the purpose of comparison, is performance of
the software version of “PACKED WORD” GE scheme
at 100 MHz processor speed, for several DDR2 speeds.
5.3.1

11.5

GE Logic @ 100 MHz HARDWARE
GE Logic @ 75 MHz HARDWARE
GE Logic @ 50 MHz HARDWARE
SA Logic @ 100 MHz HARDWARE
SA Logic @ 75 MHz HARDWARE
SA Logic @ 50 MHz HARDWARE
GE Logic @ 100 MHz SOFTWARE

10.5
9.5
8.5

Time [s]

7.5
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125

200
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Fig. 10. Effect of DDR2 SDRAM memory speed on “PACKED
WORD” GE and SA, for several logic clock rates.
Performance Comparison with the Software

Note that even the software version of “PACKED
WORD” GE performs faster than the corresponding
hardware version of SA.
5.4

Power and Area

Table 4 shows the power, energy and hardware resource requirements for the FPGA implementation
of NIOS II soft-core processor with the proposed
dedicated hardware acceleration block for the matrix
inversion and vector decoding, running at 100 MHz.
The dedicated hardware resource requirement for
the 32-bit symbol size is minimal, requiring little more
than 7, 084 logic elements. It also needs 59, 296 (DDR2)
and 2, 859, 296 (ONCHIP SRAM) memory bits.
The NIOS II processor is placed in the idle state
when the control is passed to the dedicated hardware
accelerator. In spite of the addition of a new block the
power dissipation is less for all cases, when compared
to the corresponding software implementations.
5.4.1

T= 4 bytes

Hardware Performance Comparisons

From the plots of Fig. 10 it is seen that while both
schemes beneﬁt from a faster DDR2 SDRAM, specially
at the lower speeds, the effect of memory speed is
more noticeable on the operation of the “PACKED
WORD” SA scheme. The fact that SA scheme beneﬁts
more from a faster logic is also highlighted in Fig. 10.

5.3.2

TABLE 4
Power, Energy and Hardware Resources for the Hardware
Implementation for K = 1024, T = 4, 8, 16 Bytes for 100
MHz Logic Speed.

Hardware Power Comparisons

Power consumption is lowest for DDR2 and highest
for ONCHIP SRAM. From the data in Table 4 it is
seen that the energy required for the matrix inversion
and vector decoding using the “PACKED WORD”
schemes, is less for GE than for SA. Saving factors for
the case of T = 4 bytes (32-bit word size) are 2.46, and
13.14 for DDR2, and ONCHIP SRAM, respectively.

DDR2

ONCHIP

T= 8 bytes
DDR2

SRAM

ONCHIP

T= 16 bytes
DDR2

ONCHIP

SRAM

SRAM

PACKED WORD GE

Power [mW]

1, 279

2, 041

1, 296

2, 069

1, 318

2, 062

PACKED WORD SA

Power [mW]

1, 250

2, 008

1, 256

2, 035

1, 280

2, 035

PACKED WORD GE

Energy [J]

2.165

0.375

1.5

0.245

1.137

0.173

PACKED WORD SA

Energy [J]

5.32

4.929

4.513

4.894

4.166

4.843

Hardware

Logic Elements

7, 084

7, 774

7, 839

8, 815

9, 031

9, 940

Resources

Memory Bits

59, 296

2, 859, 296

68, 608

2, 868, 608

87, 264

2, 887, 264

5.4.2 Power Comparison with the Software
There is also little difference in the power dissipation
between the hardware and software implementations
with or without cache. The dedicated hardware block
for “PACKED WORD” GE needs several times less energy to invert the same matrix and decode the symbol
vector compared to the pure software implementation
without a cache, and 32-bit symbol size. The saving
factors are 1.97, and 5.54 for data stored in DDR2, and
ONCHIP SRAM, respectively.
Comparing the power dissipation between the software compressed sparse, and hardware “PACKED
WORD” versions of SA, the saving factors in favor of
the hardware version are 2.76 and 1.20, indicating that
for K = 1024 it is advantageous from the performance
and energy dissipation point of view to move the
highly efﬁcient software version of compressed sparse
SA to its corresponding “PACKED WORD” version in
the dedicated hardware.
The energy proﬁles with the inclusion of a 1024-byte
cache track their corresponding performance ratios
discussed before to within 10%.
In summary:
• The “PACKED WORD” SA algorithm beneﬁts
most in migrating from software to hardware,
due to memory interface enhancement feature in
the count of 1s” procedure. However, “PACKED
WORD” version GE stills win over its SA version
even in hardware.
• Both “PACKED WORD” schemes beneﬁt similarly from faster DDR2 memory. However,
“PACKED WORD” SA beneﬁts much more from
a faster logic speed.
• For the “PACKED WORD” GE a choice of software with cache performs slightly better than
migrating to hardware. However, this comes at
the substantial cost of cache hardware.
• “PACKED WORD” GE needs several times less
energy to invert the same matrix and decode the
symbol vector compared to the pure software
implementation.

6

A NALYSIS

FOR

L ARGER S YMBOL S IZE

In the forgoing sections we had used a symbol size
of T = 4 bytes. In this section we show the effect
of increasing the size of T . Note that, as said before,
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in the 32-bit NIOS II system the memory accesses
are through an 8 − bit bus in burst mode, and a
32-bit bus, respectively, for the external DDR2 and
ONCHIP SRAM. On the other hand, in the dedicated
hardware, internally the data path is as wide as the
size of the symbol T . However, the memory access
to the DDR2 is still through an 8 − bit bus, while for
ONCHIP SRAM the memory access is through a bus
as wide as the size of T .

Log Time [s]

30

Hardware Implementation

Avalon interconnect easily allows for devices with
different word sizes to operate together. The on-chip

3

128

256

512

1024

2048

4096

8190

0.3

0.03

Software Implementation

Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 show the performance of the
“PACKED WORD” GE and the compressed sparse
SA schemes for several values of K and T for DDR2
and ONCHIP SRAM, respectively. It is seen that for
small values of T = 4 and 16 the performance of the
“PACKED WORD” GE is better than the compressed
sparse SA schemes. For the larger value of T = 128 the
performance plots turn in favor of compressed sparse
SA. The performance cross over points (not shown
in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12) are about T = 80 and T = 120
for K = 128 DDR2 and ONCHIP SRAM, respectively.
For K = 1024 the overspending cross over points are
reduced to T = 50 and T = 38.
Not easily apparent from Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 is that
for each value of K the execution time is a linear
function of the symbol size T . Further, the rate of
increase with T exponentially grows with K, with GE
having a much higher growth rate.
The set of observations made in the last two paragraphs can be explained as follows. For the compressed sparse SA scheme, the higher complexity of
matrix inversion operation is amortized for all values
of T , initially less signiﬁcant part of decoding time,
but loosing its signiﬁcance as T grows. This is where
we observe a cross over in the performance plots
of GE and SA, indicating that the execution time of
GE grows at a higher rate with T than that of SA.
The higher growth rate with T for the “PACKED
WORD” GE compared with SA is due to the fact
that the reduced complexity of the matrix inversion
is heavily paid for with the substantial increase in
the number of operations on the symbol vector. Inversely, the number of row operations on the symbol
vector is substantially reduced for the SA scheme,
therefore, resulting in much slower rate of increase
in the execution time with T for SA with respect
to GE. Further, since the number of row operations
grows exponentially with K, we expect a higher rate
of increase in the execution time with T as K grows.
Further, both the exponential rate of growth with K
and linear growth with T are much higher for DDR2
than for ONCHIP SRAM, as should be expected.
6.2

300

K

Fig. 11. Effect of T on the performance of the “PACKED WORD”
GE and the compressed spared SA, for DDR2 SDRAM memory.
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Fig. 12. Effect of T on the performance of the “PACKED WORD”
GE and the compressed spared SA, for ONCHIP SRAM memory.
SRAM can be conﬁgured with wider word sizes.
External memories can be connected in parallel to
achieve the same result. Within the two algorithms
under investigation, the most common operations are
the “row exchange” and “row XOR”. Both algorithms
would strongly beneﬁt from the wider word size
memory accesses. This feature allows us to design
codes with larger symbol sizes T . In our hardware
implementation we also increase the word size that
holds the rows of the Code Constraints Processor matrix.
That means that the ”row exchange” and ”row XOR”
operations can be performed in less number of steps
as the word size increases.
6.2.1

Hardware Performance Comparisons

Fig. 13 shows the performance of “PACKED WORD”
GE and SA for DDR2 for K = 1024 with three
different symbol sizes - 4-byte (32-bit), 8-byte (64-bit)
and 16-byte (128-bit). Performance of both schemes
improve with the wider symbol size, with GE having
a higher rate of improvement. At 100 MHz logic
clock speed GE outperforms SA 2.51 times for 32bit, 3.10 times for 64-bit, and 3.77 times for 128bit symbol size implementations. The corresponding
numbers for ONCHIP SRAM, as shown in Fig. 14 are
13.34, 20.32 and 28.41. Also note that with the faster
ONCHIP SRAM memory the improvement factors
are 4 to 7 times more than those obtained for DDR2.
Noting the trends in plots of Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 carefully, we see that the relative improvement in the per-
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6.2.2 Performance Comparisons with Software
Table 5 compares the performance of software versions of compressed SA and “PACKED WORD” GE,
with the hardware versions of “PACKED WORD” SA
and GE, across a wide range of symbol sizes (T = 4,
16, 128 bytes) for K = 1024 for DDR2.
As was observed before, while the execution time
of the software schemes increase linearly with T the
execution time of the hardware reduces to lower ﬂoor
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Effect of symbol size on GE and SA for DDR2 SDRAM.
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formance with the symbol size rapidly saturates. This
is more noticeable for the case of ONCHIP SRAM and
the “PACKED WORD” SA scheme. This observation
can be explained as follows.
Looking at the plots in Fig. 14 for ONCHIP SRAM,
the slight improvement in the performance is independent of the symbol size, as all bits in the symbol are processed in parallel, irrespective of its size.
The improvement comes from the faster ”row exchange” and ”row XOR” operations due to the longer
word sizes. Since the number of row operations in
“PACKED WORD” SA is less than that of GE, and
primarily relies on the “column exchange” operation,
it beneﬁts less from longer word sizes. Even in the
case of GE with longer word sizes, the performance
bottleneck will shift from the ”row exchange” and
”row XOR” operations to the ”column search” operations that do not beneﬁt from the longer word sizes.
In the case of the plots in Fig. 13 for DDR2 while
internally the hardware works on the longer word
sizes for the matrix rows and larger symbol sizes,
accesses to the memory are still sequential. Therefore, higher performance with the longer word and
symbol sizes come from the burst mode nature of
DDR2 accesses. So memory transfers for both matrix
elements and symbols perform faster with the wider
word and symbol sizes due to the burst nature of
DDR2. Therefore the performance saturation in the
case of DDR2 is more gradual.
The real power of hardware with the larger symbol
size is that it comes at no extra execution time, as
all bits in a symbol are processed in parallel. That is
not the case for the software implementation schemes
as we saw before. In effect, for the same K = 1024,
we decode 2/ 4 times more data when we extend
T from 4 bytes to 8/ 16 bytes. Further, noting that
in the “PACKED WORD” implementation we also
extend the word-length for the matrix inversion to the
same size as T ; for the GE scheme the execution time
of 128-bit symbol size implementations performs 1.96
and 2.20 times faster than the 32-bit implementation,
for DDR2 and ONCHIP SRAM, respectively. This
corresponds to a 2-fold performance improvement for
a 4-fold increase in the amount of data decoded; an
8-fold effective increase in the decoding rate. This is
in fact an impressive result! The similar performance
improvements for the “PACKED WORD” SA scheme
are 1.30 and 1.03.
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Fig. 14.

Effect of symbol size on GE and SA for ONCHIP SRAM.

around T = 480 bits and starts increasing at a slow
rate. This results in the ratios of the executions times
of software and hardware versions to grow ﬁrst at a
square rate and then taper off at a linear rate. For example the hardware version of “PACKED WORD” GE
performs better than its software version, by factors
of 1.94, 6.73 and 29.58, respectively, for the symbol
sizes of T = 32 bits, T = 128 bits, and T = 1024 bits.
TABLE 5
Comparison Between Hardware and Software Performance
for K = 1024, T = 4, 16, 128 Bytes for 100 MHz Logic Speed
for DDR2 memory.
Time [s]

T= 4 bytes

T= 16 bytes

T= 128 bytes

Hardware PACKED WORD GE
Hardware PACKED WORD SA
Software PACKED WORD GE
Software Sparse SA

1.692
4.256
3.275
11.68

0.862
3.254
5.797
11.96

0.992
3.255
29.34
14.59

Similarly, hardware version of “PACKED WORD”
SA performs better than its compressed sparse version
in software, by factors of 2.79, 3.68 and 4.45, for the
corresponding set of bits. In addition, the corresponding ratios of performance of the hardware version of
“PACKED WORD” GE over the compressed sparse
SA in software, are 7.01, 13.87 and 14.60. To illustrate
the power of the parallel processing note that the
corresponding ratios when comparing the software
versions, “PACKED WORD” GE performs better than
compressed sparse SA by factors of 3.62, 2.06 and 0.49.
The interesting observation to be made is that
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the performance ratios of the software version of
compressed sparse SA and the hardware versions of
“PACKED WORD” GE and SA grows with T . Therefore, there is no cross over point in the performance,
as we observe in comparing the software versions of
compressed sparse SA and “PACKED WORD” GE!
It is also worth mentioning that the reason for lower
ﬂooring (around T = 480 bits), and the subsequent
increases in the execution times for the hardware
versions of “PACKED WORD” GE and SA is that
while the row operations are performed in parallel in
the hardware, DDR2 accesses are still sequential burst
mode. So, around T = 480 bits matrix inversion forms
a small part of the total execution time, and the time
required for the memory accesses will dominate.
6.3

Power and Area

6.3.1 Hardware Power and Area Comparisons
The dedicated hardware is designed to be easily scalable, provided proper memory alignment is
possible. From the data in Table 4 presented before, it is seen that it takes only 755 (DDR2) and
1041 (ONCHIP SRAM) more logic elements for the
64-bit symbol size, and 1947 (DDR2) and 2166
(ONCHIP SRAM) more logic elements for the 128-bit
word size, compared to the 32-bit word size.
Also from Table 4 we observe that there is only
marginal increase in the power dissipation for wider
symbol sizes. Note that for 32-bit, 64-bit and 128bit symbol sizes, the energy required for the matrix
inversion and vector decoding using the “PACKED
WORD” schemes, is less for GE compared with
SA. The energy ratios between these two“PACKED
WORD” schemes increases with the symbol size. For
example the relative saving factors in favor of GE for
the case of 128-bit symbol size are 3.66, and 27.99
for DDR2, and ONCHIP SRAM, respectively. These
ratings are markedly better than the corresponding
values of 2.46 and 13.14 for the 32-bit symbol size.
Comparing the energy consumption of 128-bit symbol sizes with that of the 32-bit “PACKED WORD” GE
scheme, the saving factors are 1.90 and 2.17 for DDR2
and ONCHIP SRAM, respectively; a 2-fold reduction
in energy dissipation for an 8-fold increase in the
effective decoding rate!
6.3.2 Power Comparison with the Software
Recall that for the 32-bit symbol size “PACKED
WORD” GE, with no cache, the saving factors in
favor of hardware were 1.97, and 5.54 for data
stored in DDR2, and ONCHIP SRAM, respectively.
For the 64-bit symbol size , the energy reduction
factors compared to the 32-bit symbol size software
implementation, are improved to 2.84 and 8.50 for
DDR2, and ONCHIP SRAM, respectively. For 128bit the corresponding saving factors increase to 3.74
and 12.03 for “PACKED WORD” GE. It is interesting
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to see that both the energy saving factor and the
effective decoding rate, progressively, improve for
the “PACKED WORD” GE with the symbol size:
an amazing efﬁciency of parallel hardware. Further,
noting that for the software implementation energy is
proportional to the decoding time, the energy saving
factor of hardware over software, for 128-bit symbol
size, for DDR2 is 3.8.
The corresponding improved saving factors for
“PACKED WORD” SA over the compressed sparse
SA in software are 2.76 and 1.20 for 32-bit, 3.25;
1.21 for 64-bit, and 3.52; and 1.22 for 128-bit symbol
sizes, respectively, showing that the improvement in
energy saving saturates with the symbol size for
ONCHIP SRAM.
In summary:
• In software “PACKED WORD” GE will start lagging compressed sparse SA for T values larger
than 80.
• “PACKED WORD” GE implemented in hardware
performs better than compressed sparse SA in
software for all values of T .
• Hardware implementation allows for internal
parallel processing using the wider than 32-bit
word sizes, even though DDR2 memory access
are still 8-bit wide sequential.
• Using wider word sizes improves the performance of both matrix inversion and vector decoder operations, resulting in impressive increase
in the effective decoding rate.
• The impressive performance improvement with
the wider word sizes, results in similar simultaneous improvement in energy efﬁciency.

7

C ONCLUSION

This paper has evaluated the performance of Raptor
decoder on a typical embedded system. The performance of two matrix inversion and vector decoding
algorithms on software and hardware implementation platforms have been presented. The effect of
storing data on different memory types have been
analyzed for both algorithms under software and
hardware implementations. Three memory mapping
schemes have been investigated with clear beneﬁts
of the adoption of the “PACKED WORD” scheme
demonstrated. It was found that contrary to the 3GPP
recommendation, based on the proﬁling on a workstation platform, the Gaussian elimination performs
signiﬁcantly better than the alternative reportedly
more efﬁcient implementation, in terms of execution
speed and energy saving when it is implemented in
hardware. It also requires less logic elements and is
much more suitable for hardware implementation.
Under software implementation GE performs better
then SA for smaller values of T . Nevertheless, the SA
algorithm outperforms GE in software for values of
T larger then T = 128. The effect of cache memory
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size on performance and energy dissipation was investigated. The addition of the cache, while signiﬁcantly improves the performance, does not increase
the energy dissipation. On the hardware platform the
use of longer symbol sizes reduces the computation
time, and energy consumption, while improving the
decoding rate by a large factor.
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